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Abstract
Aging phenomena are examples of ‘non-equilibrium criticality’ and can be exemplified by
systems with Galilean and scaling symmetries but no time translation invariance. We realize
aging holographically using a deformation of a non-relativistic version of gauge/gravity duality.
Correlation functions of scalar operators are computed using holographic real-time techniques,
and agree with field theory expectations. At least in this setup, general aging phenomena are
reproduced holographically by complexifying the bulk space-time geometry, even in Lorentzian
signature.
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1 Introduction
Gauge/gravity duality has been used extensively to study both quantum critical behavior and equi-
librium and hydrodynamical properties of a wide range of strongly-coupled field theories. Time-
dependent phenomena are typically much more challenging. Such phenomena are of significant
interest both on the field theory side, as well as from the purely gravitational point of view. Un-
derstanding systems that are out of equilibrium is one of the most challenging problems in physics
today, and it certainly would be of interest to see if gauge/gravity duality can shed some light on
this subject.
In this paper, we will make a first step in this direction. One of the simplest notions of non-
equilibrium physics is aging, which corresponds to ‘non-equilibrium criticality,’ in a sense that we
will make more precise below. If a physical system is brought rapidly out of equilibrium by a sudden
change of an external control parameter (quenching), one often finds (i) slow (non-exponential)
dynamics, (ii) breaking of time translation invariance and (iii) dynamical scaling [1], [2]. We will
show that aging phenomena [3] can be studied by deforming a variant of gauge/gravity duality [4, 5]
with isometries given by the Schro¨dinger algebra. The geometrization of the Schro¨dinger algebra was
first studied long ago; see for example, [6, 7] and the more recent [8]. For a comprehensive review of
the subject of aging from the condensed matter physics perspective, see [9], [10] for example.
A crucial step in the theoretical description of some far from equilibrium phenomena was the
realization of the role of local scale invariance [2, 11, 12, 13]. In the particular case of aging phenom-
ena [14], where it is observed that the properties of non-equilibrium systems generically depend on
time since the system was brought out of equilibrium, the role of a sub-algebra of the Schro¨dinger
algebra with dynamical exponent z = 2 has been found to be crucial [15, 16]. This algebra is called
the aging algebra, Aged.
In the recent past, there has been much interest in applying gauge/gravity duality to condensed
matter systems. The classic examples of gauge/gravity duality involve anti-de Sitter (or asymptoti-
cally anti-de Sitter) space-times, which are dual to (states of) conformal field theories. There are also
versions of gauge/gravity duality that possess non-relativistic, rather than relativistic, symmetries,
the most symmetric being the Schro¨dinger algebra which is generated by the Galilean symmetries
as well as scale transformations. It is this algebra that is the closest non-relativistic version of the
relativistic conformal algebra that plays a central role in AdS/CFT duality. Work on this includes
[4, 5, 17, 18, 19] as well as finite temperature black hole versions [20, 21, 22, 23].
In this paper, we explore aging in the context of gauge/gravity duality. Our principle results
include the construction of time-dependent gravitational backgrounds that are dual to Aged-invariant
field theories. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the structure of the
Schro¨dinger algebra Schrd and correlation functions in Schro¨dinger invariant field theories. We also
review how these theories are studied holographically. On the gravity side, Schrd is realized as
the isometry algebra acting on fields propagating on the background space-time, while on the dual
field theory side there is a distinct representation of Schrd acting on the operators of the theory.
In Section 3, we review some features of the aging algebra and how it is represented, drawing on
and in some cases, interpreting, the vast literature. In Section 4, we present our first main results
concerning the construction of geometries with Aged isometries. The principle result there is the
realization that such geometries have dimension d + 3 (as do the standard geometries with Schrd
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isometry) and locally have Schrd isometry. In order to bring these geometries into the standard
Schrd-invariant form, a singular time-dependent transformation is required, and the locations of
these singularities are to be thought of as the temporal locations in which the dual field theory
is kicked out of equilibrium. In Section 5 we consider the holographic computation of correlation
functions in the Aged-invariant field theories, using appropriate real-time techniques. We find that
the correlation functions so obtained are of the form expected for Aged-invariant field theories.
There is a very interesting subtlety that emerges in this comparison however: the most general
aging phenomena are reproduced by complexified metrics (even in Lorentzian signature). We believe
that this is sensible: the complexity is related directly to the non-equilibrium character of the system,
in particular its ‘decay’ towards an equilbrium configuration. We conclude in Section 6.
2 The Schro¨dinger Algebra and Representations
The Schro¨dinger group is an action on space and time coordinates extending the usual Galilean
symmetries to include anisotropic scaling ~x → λ~x, t → λzt. Throughout this paper, we will only
discuss the non-relativistic case, z = 2. These actions close on a larger group generated by temporal
translations H, spatial translations Pi, Galilean boosts Ki, rotations Mij, dilatations D and the
special ‘conformal’ transformation C.
The commutation relations satisfied by these generators, aside from the obvious commutators of
rotation and translations and those that vanish, read
[D,Ki] = Ki, [D,Pi] = −Pi, [Pi, Kj] = δijN (2.1)
[D,C] = 2C, [C,Pi] = −Ki, [H,C] = D (2.2)
[H,Ki] = Pi, [D,H] = −2H (2.3)
We note that {H,D,C} generate an SL(2,R) subalgebra, with {Pi, Ki} forming an SL(2,R) doublet,
and the generator N is central. We will refer to the full algebra as Schrd, where d is the spatial
dimension. This algebra made its first appearance long ago, for example, as the invariance group of
the Schro¨dinger equation with zero potential.
If one considers field theories with this symmetry, one finds, in complete analogy with the confor-
mal field theory bootstrap, [24] that correlation functions are of a restricted form [2]. For example,
for operators that are scalars under rotations, the two-point function is essentially given by
〈O1(t1, ~x1)O2(t2, ~x2)〉 = δ∆1,∆2δn1+n2,0(t1 − t2)−∆1 exp
(
i
n2
2
(~x1 − ~x2) 2
t1 − t2
)
. (2.4)
In the holographic context, this result was obtained using real-time methods [25, 26] in Ref. [19],
and using Euclidean methods in [27, 17]. Similarly, higher point functions are of a constrained form
as well.
In holography, one makes use of a space-time possessing Schrd as its algebra of isometries. Such
a space-time may be taken to have metric [4, 5]
ds2 =
L2
z2
(
dz2 − β
2
z2
dt2 − 2dtdξ + d~x2
)
, (2.5)
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where ~x = (x1, . . . , xd) are the spatial coordinates of the dual field theory and z is the holographic
direction (with the “boundary” located at z = 0). The parameters β and L are length scales, and
all the coordinates have units of length.
The space-time (2.5) has Killing vectors
Mij = xj∂i − xi∂j (2.6)
Pi = ∂i, H = ∂t, N = ∂ξ (2.7)
C = zt ∂z + t
2 ∂t +
1
2
(
z2 + ~x2
)
∂ξ + tx
i ∂i (2.8)
D = z ∂z + 2t ∂t + x
i∂i (2.9)
Ki = t ∂i + x
i∂ξ (2.10)
providing a representation of the Schrd algebra (2.1–2.3) acting on bulk (scalar) fields. Since N is
central, such fields can be taken to be equivariant with respect to N , i.e., their ξ-dependence can
be taken to be of the form einξ for fixed5 n ∈ R. In gauge/gravity duality, the asymptotic (z → 0)
values of fields propagating in this geometry act as sources for operators in the dual field theory.
The Schrd algebra acts on those operators in a way that can be deduced from the field asymptotics
[19, 18]. We thus get another distinct representation of Schrd that acts on (scalar) operators of the
dual field theory
Mij = xj∂i − xi∂j (2.11)
Pi = ∂i, H = ∂t, N = ∂ξ (2.12)
D = 2t ∂t + x∂x + ∆1 (2.13)
C = t2 ∂t + tx ∂x +
x2
2
∂ξ + ∆t1 (2.14)
Ki = t ∂i + xi∂ξ (2.15)
where ∆ is the scaling dimension; for equivariant fields, ∂ξ evaluates to in.
3 The Aging Algebra and Correlation Functions
The aging algebra, which we will denote as Aged, is obtained by discarding the time translation
generator H from the Schrd algebra. Indeed, the form of the algebra is such that it makes sense
to do so. This is the simplest possible notion of time-dependent dynamics, and it is considered
as a rather special form of non-equilibrium physics. In this paper, we consider the problem of
constructing an appropriate space-time geometry possessing Aged as its isometry algebra, and then
compute some simple correlation functions.
Since H has been discarded, such correlation functions are not generically time-translation in-
variant. To see what sort of time-dependence to expect, let us consider a construction that often
appears in the literature. Consider a diffusive system with (white) noise η and a time-dependent
5ξ is often taken to be compact, so that the spectrum of operators in the dual theory is discrete. This is not
without problems in the bulk, as ∂ξ is null in the geometry (2.5).
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potential v(t) governed by a wave-function φ satisfying6
2M∂tφ = ∇2φ− δV
δφ
− v(t)φ+ η. (3.1)
As pointed out in [1], correlation functions in this system can be studied by examining deterministic
dynamics governed by the aging group. Note that the ‘gauge transformation’
φ→ φ exp
(
− 1
2M
∫ t
v(τ)dτ
)
, (3.2)
removes the time dependent potential term from equation (3.1). This means that this sort of time-
dependence can be mapped to a system governed by the Schro¨dinger group. A simple physical model
for this type of time dependence is the out of equilibrium decay of a system towards equilbrium,
following some sort of quench.
In the special case
v(t) ∼ 2MKt−1, (3.3)
one finds that the wavefunctions are related via a scaling function to the wavefunctions of the
Schro¨dinger problem
φAge = t
KφSchr. (3.4)
Thus, the local scale-invariance of aging systems is largely determined by studying first the Schro¨dinger
fields. In particular, the correlators of operators in an Aged-invariant theory can be expressed in
terms of the correlators of operators in a Schrd-invariant theory. Schematically, for the two-point
function of a scalar operator O, the result we want to reproduce is [28],[1]
〈O(t1)O(t2)〉Age ∼
(
t1
t2
)#
〈O(t1)O(t2)〉Schr, (3.5)
where # is a constant which characterizes the breaking of time-translation invariance. We will
present the details of this relationship below.
3.1 Representations of Aged
Above, we gave two representations of Schrd, one acting on (scalar) operators of a field theory, and
one acting on the holographic bulk (scalar) fields. We now consider removing H from the algebra,
and ask how the representation of the remaining generators might be modified. We will consider
first the representation on operators, as that is what appears in the literature. Let us assume that
the time and spatial coordinates t and ~x and the non-relativistic mass (equivalently the coordinate
ξ) retain their standard meaning. Consequently, we take the representation of Mij, Pi, N,Ki and D
to be unchanged from that of Schrd. However, it is possible that the form of the generator C could
be modified consistent with the Aged algebra. Suppose then that we write CA = C + δC, where CA
6The diffusion equation should be regarded as a Wick rotated version of a Schro¨dinger-like equation (or equivalently,
a Schro¨dinger-like equation is obtained by considering M to be imaginary). In following sections, we will always work
in Lorentzian signature. One does not expect that such Wick rotations are innocuous in general.
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is the representation of C in the aging algebra. In order for CA to satisfy the commutators of the
Aged algebra (which are unchanged from Schrd) we need
[Pi, δC] = 0, [N, δC] = 0, [Ki, δC] = 0, [D, δC] = 2δC. (3.6)
The first three commutators are easily seen to imply that δC can only be of the form δC = g1(t)1+
g2(t)∂ξ. The fourth commutator then fixes gi(t) (i = 1, 2):
[D, δC] = 2δC ⇒ t∂tgi(t) = gi(t) ⇒ gi(t) = Kit, (3.7)
and we then conclude [28] that the most general form is
CA = t
2 ∂t + tx ∂x +
x2
2
∂ξ + (∆ +K1)t1+K2t ∂ξ, (3.8)
where K1 and K2 are constants. Note that in the undeformed case K1 = K2 = 0, and that when
evaluated on equivariant fields, K2 is accompanied by the eigenvalue of ∂ξ which is imaginary. Thus,
δC = Kt1, where K = K1 + inK2 is naturally a complex number. The physical significance of the
real and imaginary parts will be discussed more fully below, but for now we note that we expect K
to make an appearance in time non-translation invariant features of correlation functions.
K has been described in the literature [28] as a ‘quantum number’ labeling representations. We
believe that it is better to think of this parameter as a property of the algebra instead; indeed, later
we will see K emerge in a holographic setup as a parameter appearing in the metric, rather than
being associated with any particular field. We further note that if we were to demand [∂t, CA] = D,
we would find that K = 0, thus recovering the full Schro¨dinger algebra in its standard representation.
4 A Geometric Realization of the Aging Group
In this section, we will explore how we might implement Aged as an isometry algebra. There are
a variety of possible constructions that present themselves. First, we might consider the breaking
of time translation invariance to be associated with the introduction of a ‘temporal defect’. In
relativistic gauge/gravity duality, there is a way to introduce spatial defects [29, 30] by placing a
D-brane along an AdSd−1 slice of AdSd. Such a brane intersects the boundary along a co-dimension
one curve, which can be coordinatized as x = 0. The choice of slicing preserves as much symmetry
as possible: clearly Px is broken along with Kx and Mxj,
7 leaving unbroken SO(d − 1, 2). Because
of Lorentz invariance, presumably such a construction works for temporal defects in the relativistic
case (see [31] for related work on time-dependent holography). Such a construction would involve
placing an S-brane along a suitable slice.
Similarly, spatial defects [32] can be introduced in non-relativistic holography in much the same
way. One can imagine placing a D-brane along a Schrd−1 slice of the Schrd space-time. Here,
Px, Kx and Mx,j would be broken. It is fairly obvious though that in this case, a temporal defect
cannot be constructed in this way. The basic reason is that time is much different than space in a
non-relativistic theory, and at the algebraic level, we seek to break H only. We will see signs of this
sort of difficulty below.
7Here we refer to the generators of the AdSd isometry, SO(d, 2).
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4.1 Coset construction of aging metrics
To investigate the possibility of finding space-times that admit Aged as their isometry, we consider
first a coset construction. This approach allows us to explore the precise realization of certain
symmetries linearly or non-linearly and it is an exhaustive way of understanding the dimensionality
of the space-time in which the aging algebra can act. Ultimately, we will conclude that metrics with
Aged isometry are realized in the same dimension as Schrd. Along the way, one will appreciate the
distinct difference between temporal and spatial defects.
The goal of this section is to construct a G-invariant metric on the coset space M = G/H. The
classic example [33] is Minkd=Poincare´d/Lorentzd, in which Pµ are realized linearly, while the other
generators are realized non-linearly. We notice in particular that dimM = dimG − dimH, and at
the algebraic level, the generators split into two sets H and M.
We give a few details of the construction here, but the interested reader should consult the
literature. We write generators generically as Tn, and use the notation T[m] to denote generators in
the coset, and Th to denote generators in H. We introduce structure constants f and in particular
are interested in the commutators [Th, T[n]] = f
[j]
[n]hT[j]. The sought-after metric of M is related to a
symmetric bilinear form Ωmn in the generators Tn which is non-degenerate and invariant, satisfying:
Ω[m][n]f
[m]
[k]p + Ω[k][m]f
[m]
[n]p = 0 . (4.1)
First, let us review how one might obtain the Schrd space-time in this way [34]. One takes G to
be the Schro¨dinger group, and identifies H as generated by H = {Mij, Ki, C − 12γN} with γ a real
(non-zero) parameter, while M = {H,D,N, Pi}. Counting parameters, we see that this will give
rise to a space-time of dimension d + 3. The structure constants of interest may be deduced from
the Schrd commutators given above
f
[Pi]
[H]Kj
= f
[N ]
[Pi]Kj
= −δij, f [N ][D](C+γN) = −γ, f [D][H](C+γN) = −1, f [P`][Pk]Mij = δikδj` − δjkδi` (4.2)
Eq. (4.1) then gives the Killing metric (using the ordering {H,D,N, Pi})
Ω =

−b 0 −a 0
0 γa 0 0
−a 0 0 0
0 0 0 a
 (4.3)
Notice that this is non-degenerate only when γ 6= 0. If we represent a group element as g =
exHHexNNex
iPiexDD, we compute8
g−1dg = e2xDdxHH + exDdxiPi + dxNN + dxDD. (4.4)
We then find
Ω(g−1dg, g−1dg) = −be4xDdx2H + ae2xD(−2dxNdxH + dx2i ) + γadx2D. (4.5)
This is precisely the Schro¨dinger metric in the form (2.5), if we identify exD = L/z, xH = t, xN = ξ
and γ = L2, a = 1, b = β2/L2.
8Here, we just need the relation e−xDAexD = e−nxA if [D,A] = nA.
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Next, we try to apply a coset construction to derive a space-time with Aged isometry. If we
simply take the coset above, but remove H from M, we would construct a space-time of dimension
d + 2. However, one finds that there is no such coset with non-degenerate metric; the operational
reason is that if we eliminate the structure constants with an [H] index, then the relation (4.1)
gives Ω[N ][any] = 0. We conclude that there is no coset construction of Aged isometric space-times in
dimension d+ 2. This means that there is no way to slice Schrd in co-dimension one that preserves
Aged along the slice, and thus there is no analogue of a ‘defect construction’ for a temporal defect
in this non-relativistic case. As shown in Ref. [32], one can do this for spatial defects, and in the
context of the coset construction, it just means that we can construct a space-time with Schrd−1
isometry in d+ 2 dimensions.
We can attempt to construct Aged in d + 3 dimensions via the coset construction. In this case,
we could take
H = {Mij, Pi}, M = {C,D,N,Ki} (4.6)
and obtain the structure constants of interest
f[C]
[Ki]
Pj
= −δij, f[Ki][N ]Pj = −δij, f[Kk]
[K`]
Mij
= δikδj` − δjkδi` (4.7)
Working out the Killing metric, which has to satisfy (4.1), we find
Ω =

−a −c −w 0
−c b 0 0
−w 0 0 0
0 0 0 w
 , (4.8)
and we note det Ω = −bwd+2. Representing a group element as g = excCexNNexiKiexDD , we compute
g−1dg = e−2xDdxCC + e−xDdxiKi + dxNN + dxDD , (4.9)
and hence
Ω(g−1dg, g−1dg) = −e−4xDadx2C + bdx2D − 2ce−2xDdxCdxD + we−2xDdx2i − 2we−2xDdxNdxC . (4.10)
We will hold off on interpreting the coordinates that appear here until the next section. However,
we note that this metric does not actually have Aged as its isometry, but in fact Schrd, as long as
all of the generators are well-defined.
4.2 Direct Construction of Aged Isometric Space-times
We have learned that in attempting to construct space-times with Aged isometry, we are lead to
space-times that have Schrd isometry. We believe the precise statement is that the space-times con-
structed in this way are locally Schro¨dinger. That is, at a generic point, the isometry algebra is Schrd.
This leaves open the possibility that there might exist space-times that are locally Schro¨dinger, but
globally have only Aged. A simple example of how this might occur is that given a metric with
Aged but no manifest time translation invariance, a singular time-dependent change of coordinates
is necessary to bring the metric into the standard Schro¨dinger form. This possibility, which we will
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realize below, is not in conflict with the coset construction given above. Now, one might argue that
such coordinate singularities are not physical, but this is far from the truth in holographic studies.
The coordinate singularities that we will study below are on a similar footing in this regard to black
hole horizons. These are of course only coordinate singularities with no invariants behaving poorly,
but there is no doubt that they have a profound effect in gauge/gravity duality — the horizon is the
place where we impose boundary conditions.
In this section, we explore a more direct approach to constructing metrics with Aged isometry.
That is, we consider a class of metrics that manifestly preserve the generators of Aged but are
not time-translation invariant. Our main result, mentioned above, is that a metric admitting the
algebra of aging as isometries automatically admits an extra generator that completes the aging
algebra back, up to an isomorphism, to the Schro¨dinger algebra. In fact, this situation reflects, on
the holographic side, the close relationship between Age and Schro¨dinger fields, as exemplified by
eq. (3.2). Indeed, we will go on to construct correlation functions in these geometries and show that
they have the expected form.
The key feature of such metrics is that Aged invariance allows the metric components to depend
on the invariant combination T = βt/z2. This is scale invariant (and dimensionless) but clearly
transforms under time translations. A fairly general Ansatz for the metric is then of the form
ds2 =
L2
z2
[
fzz (T ) dz
2 +
2β
z
fzt (T ) dzdt− β
2
z2
ftt (T ) dt
2 + f (T )
(−2dtdξ + d~x2)] . (4.11)
As a regularity requirement, the functions fzz and f are chosen such that det g = −L8fzzf 3/z8
is non-zero everywhere other than z = ∞. It is clear that the Ansatz (4.11) already admits
{Mij, Pi, Ki, D,N} as isometries and the generators are in the same form as in the Schro¨dinger
space-time, (2.6). If the metric functions fzz(T ) and f(T ) are independent, one concludes that there
are no further isometries.
We would now like to augment the set of isometries to include a Killing vector isomorphic to the
generator C. We will find that an attempt to add a generator C is always accompanied, locally, by
the simultaneous appearance of a generator H. Thus, it is not possible to construct in this way a
metric that has Aged isometry without having the full Schrd isometry, locally. As we will describe
below, these Schro¨dinger metrics are a family parameterized by 2 arbitrary functions (chosen here
to be f and ftt), and a closed expression for all the generators is given.
One finds that in order to enlarge the isometry group, we have to impose the following relations
between the metric functions:
fzz(T ) = [1 + h(T )]
2 ,
fzt(T ) = T
[
ftt(T ) + cf
2(T )
]− h(T )(h(T ) + 2)
4T
,
(4.12)
(4.13)
where c is a constant and we have defined h(T ) = T f˙(T )/f(T ) (the dot denotes a derivative with
respect to T ). Appendix A contains more details about this construction. We note that these
geometries have a constant negative scalar curvature given by R = − (d+3)(d+2)
L2
. Since the cosmological
constant in d + 3 dimensions is Λ = − (d+1)(d+2)
2L2
, these metrics then satisfy (in units where κ2 =
16piGN = 1)
Gµν + Λgµν = Rµν +
(d+ 2)
L2
gµν =
1
2
T (mat)µν , (4.14)
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where
T (mat)µν = −2c(d+ 4)
β2
z4
f(T )2 δtµδ
t
ν ⇒ (Tm)µµ = 0, (4.15)
and c is the integration constant appearing in (4.13). An explicit system supporting the geometry
(4.11–4.13) would have to give rise to this (bulk) stress-energy tensor.
The Killing vectors are given by (the others are unchanged)
C =
1
2
tz
(
h+ 2
h+ 1
)
∂z + t
2∂t + t~x · ~∂ + 1
2
[
~x2 +
z2
h+ 1
(
T 2ftt
f
+
(h+ 2)2
4f
+ cT 2f
)]
∂ξ
H = ∂t +
z
2t
h
h+ 1
∂z − β
2
2z2(h+ 1)
(
h2
4T 2f
+
ftt
f
+ cf
)
∂ξ
(4.16)
(4.17)
and it is easy to check that they indeed satisfy the Schro¨dinger algebra. Thus, we find generators
that are simply deformed from their realizations in the standard Schrd metric.
As we will explain below, it turns out that the simplified class of solutions of the form
fzt(T ) = T (ftt(T )− 1) (4.18)
f(T ) = fzz(T ) = 1 , (4.19)
which indeed solve (4.12-4.13) with c = −1, will lead to results which match our field theoretical
expectations. In this case we have
ds2 =
L2
z2
[
dz2 + 2
β
z
T (ftt(T )− 1)dtdz − β
2
z2
ftt(T )dt
2 − 2dtdξ + d~x2
]
, (4.20)
and the generators of interest simplify to
H = ∂t − β
2
2z2
(ftt(T )− 1)∂ξ (4.21)
C = tz∂z + t~x · ~∂ + t2∂t + 1
2
(~x2 + z2)∂ξ +
1
2
z2T 2(ftt(T )− 1))∂ξ (4.22)
Clearly, this system reduces to the standard Schrd form when ftt(T ) = 1. It is ‘locally Schro¨dinger’
for any ftt(T ) in some domain. Indeed, it can be obtained from (2.5) by the following change of
coordinates:
ξ′ = ξ +
β
2
∫ T
dT ′ [ftt(T ′)− 1] . (4.23)
We comment on the properties of this coordinate transformation below.
4.3 Comments on the asymptotic realization of the algebra
In gauge/gravity duality, what we are most interested in is what symmetries are realized in the dual
field theory. It is clear that (4.23) is singular at t = 0 whenever ftt(T ) includes negative powers of
T . With this in mind, we are led to consider functions of the form
ftt(T ) =
∑
j
αjT
−j (4.24)
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We will take (without loss of generality) α0 = 1 and we will find that α1 plays a special role. We note
that T contains a factor of z2, which goes to zero asymptotically. Thus different powers of T behave
quite differently asymptotically. If positive powers of T were present (i.e., j < 0), ftt(T ) would blow
up asymptotically; these would correspond to ‘relevant deformations’ — they correspond to terms
in the generators that blow up as z → 0 (for fixed generic t), presumably rendering, at best, some
unknown algebra. Thus, we will focus on j ≥ 0 in (4.24). Note then that we have
H = ∂t − β
2
2
∑
j>0
αj(βt)
−jz2(j−1)∂ξ, (4.25)
C = tz∂z + t~x · ~∂ + t2∂t + 1
2
(~x2 + z2)∂ξ +
1
2
∑
j>0
αj(βt)
2−jz2(j−1)∂ξ . (4.26)
Terms involving j > 1 in a sense are ‘irrelevant’ in the z → 0 limit (for fixed generic t), and we thus
focus on the case α1 = α 6= 0, i.e.,
ftt(T ) = 1 +
α
T
(4.27)
which gives
H = ∂t − 1
2
αβ
t
∂ξ (4.28)
C = tz∂z + t~x · ~∂ + t2∂t + 1
2
(~x2 + z2)∂ξ +
1
2
αβt∂ξ . (4.29)
Notice that this particular form of C is the bulk generalization of the generator we found in (3.8),
with K identified as iαnβ/2. Note also that in this case, if we consider how C behaves for z → 0, we
see that it is well-defined on the whole boundary, but H is apparently singular at t = 0. Although
the full Schrd algebra is present locally, we clearly need to be careful near t = 0. If we interpret
the blowing up of the components of H as an indication that we lose H as a generator, we obtain
precisely what we want in the dual field theory. It should be emphasized again however that this is
a coordinate singularity; for example, the norm of the vector field H is well-behaved everywhere in
the metric
ds2 =
L2
z2
[
dz2 +
2αβ
z
dzdt− β
2
z2
(
1 +
α
T
)
dt2 − 2dtdξ + d~x2
]
. (4.30)
We note also that this metric breaks a discrete symmetry enjoyed by the Schrd metric, namely ‘CT ’,
t→ −t, ξ → −ξ.
The change of coordinates (4.23) that would take this metric back to the standard Schro¨dinger
form is now
ξ′ = ξ +
αβ
2
lnT = ξ +
αβ
2
ln
(
βt
z2
)
. (4.31)
The multi-valuedness of the logarithm in the complex t plane will play an important role in the
physical interpretation of the point t = 0 and in the calculation of correlation functions that we
present below.
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4.4 Comments on coordinates
Let us now expand on the similarity between t = 0 and a black hole horizon. The point t = 0 is
a coordinate singularity — a clear indication of this is that no curvature invariant blows up there.
More transparently, the coordinate change (4.23)
ξ′ = ξ +
β
2
∫ T
dT ′
[
ftt(T
′)− 1]. (4.32)
takes the metric into the standard Schro¨dinger form. For the particular choice of ftt = 1+α/T , note
the similarity between this coordinate change and the tortoise change that one performs to clarify
that the horizon is a coordinate singularity in the case of the Schwarzschild solution. One can take
the above coordinate change as valid away from t = 0. Once in the coordinate ξ′, we can simply
extend the metric past the t = 0 singularity as we routinely do for the Schwarzschild black hole.
Thus, we should think of the above coordinate transformation as a type of tortoise coordinate that
gets rid of the horizon-type singularity at t = 0.
And yet we should ask why the analysis of Killing vectors naturally picks a metric of the form
given above. As shown above our geometry is a piece of the Schro¨dinger geometry for t > 0. We
think about this piece of the geometry in much the same way as we think of the Poincare´ patch of
global AdS. Note that by considering the t > 0 piece of the geometry we break time-translational
symmetry, much as the Poincare´ slice breaks rotational symmetry along the sphere of global AdS.
Moreover, even though the Poincare´ patch is not geodesically complete we insist on using it because
we attach a specific field theoretic meaning to those coordinates. We believe that this makes sense
physically and that is our goal. We found a ‘natural’ way to cut off the Schro¨dinger space at t = 0,
which is dictated by the symmetries.
We can compare this interpretation to the treatment reviewed in Section 3. There is a special
choice made in eq. (3.4) which relates the aging and the Schro¨dinger field. We could rewrite that
equation as φSchr = φAge/t
K . So, all the aging dynamics can be written as Schro¨dinger dynamics.
Of course, we throw away the point t = 0 since in aging we actually wait for the system to start
evolving a bit after the quench.
To make our analogy with the Poincare´ patch more complete, let us consider the norm of time
translation in our metric9:
||∂t|| = gtt = β
2
z2
ftt =
β
z2
(
1 + α
z2
t
)
. (4.33)
For α = 0 we recall that at z → ∞ the coordinate t becomes null — this is the typical horizon in
the Poincare´ patch which appears as a consequence of limiting to a patch of global AdS (see, for
example section 2.2.1 of [35]). Now, additionally, we have that at t→ 0 the norm blows up.
Given the analogy with the black hole horizon, if we are to interpret the dual field theory as living
in the t > 0 patch, we must address the question of what boundary condition to place on fields at
t = 0. In the next section, we will present a calculation of two-point correlation functions. We will
find, much in the spirit of eq. (3.4), that solutions to equations of motion in the bulk in the Aged
geometry are closely related to those in the Schrd geometry, which we note are valid for all t. We will
take the underlying relationship with the Schro¨dinger fields as our guiding principle: Aged invariant
9Time translation is clearly not a symmetry of the system.
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correlation functions can be constructed via a Keldysh contour in the complex t-plane which passes
over the point t = 0. The behavior of fields in the vicinity of t = 0 (namely their discontinuity) will
be assumed to follow from the continuity of the corresponding Schro¨dinger fields – indeed, since all
fields are taken to be equivariant, the coordinate change (4.31) induces φ(−, ~x) = eipinβα/2φ(+, ~x).
We believe that this boundary condition corresponds physically to some sort of quenching of the
system, the details of which we will not further consider.
5 Correlation Functions
With these comments in mind, we now consider a scalar field on the geometry (4.30). We look for
solutions to the scalar wave equation for the family of metrics (4.20) that are of the form
φ(z, t, ξ, x) = eQ(T )einξφS(z, t, x;n) = e
Q(T )einξ
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
dω
2pi
ei~p·~x−iωtφS(ω, p, n; z), (5.1)
where Q(T ) is some function and φS denotes a solution of the wave equation on the standard
Schro¨dinger background (2.5) (which is translationally invariant). If such a form exists, then the
appearance of time translation non-invariance in the scalar is entirely in the scale-invariant prefactor
exp(Q(T )). We note that given the fact that the form of the dilatation operator is the same for both
Aged and Schrd, the corresponding fields have the same conformal dimension, even though there is
z-dependence in the prefactor, precisely because T is dilatation invariant. We note also that the
Ansatz for the scalar fields is reminiscent of the expected form, (3.4).
Indeed, for the geometry (4.30), the scalar Laplacian is such that solutions are of the form (5.1),
with
Q(T ) =
inβ
2
∫ T
dT ′ [ftt(T ′)− 1] . (5.2)
For the Schro¨dinger field, in the asymptotic region we have
φS(z → 0, t, ~x;n) ∼ z∆−φ(0)S (t, ~x;n) + ... (5.3)
and thus the aging field behaves (assuming the form (4.27)) as
φ(z → 0, t, ~x;n) ∼ z∆−
(
βt
z2
)−inβα/2
φ
(0)
S (t, ~x;n) + ... (5.4)
As we mentioned, although there is an unusual factor of z present here, because the generator D is
unmodified, the scaling dimension of φ is the same as φS. As we will see below, the extra factor of
z should be thought of as a ‘wavefunction renormalization’ factor that should be absorbed into the
definition of the dual operator — it is included in the source for Age fields.
Now, one might assume since the prefactor is common to both the source and the vev, that it
cancels out in the evaluation of the Green function. We will show below that this is naive — it is
related to depending too much on Euclidean methods. When one carefully examines the real-time
correlation functions, one finds that the prefactor makes its presence felt.
Note also that the prefactor is generally complex. If we confine ourselves to α ∈ R, which
one normally would do in real geometry, then formally the prefactor is a phase. However, Q(T ) is
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generally a complex function, as, for the choice (4.27), it is a multi-valued function about t = 0.
It is then not too much of a stretch to go all the way to a complexified geometry, in the sense of
taking α ∈ C. As we have discussed above, the real and imaginary parts of α (or K in the language
of Section 3.1) have a direct physical interpretation, and we will encounter precisely that in the
Aged-invariant correlation functions that we study below.
The Schro¨dinger theory is renormalizable [19]; the on-shell action can be made finite by the
inclusion of a number of Schro¨dinger invariant counterterms. One can show that the boundary
renormalization of the Age theory follows that of Schro¨dinger closely. Indeed, the bulk action
S = −1
2
∫
dd+3x
√−g (gµν∂µφ¯∂νφ+m20/L2|φ|2) (5.5)
reduces on-shell to the boundary term
Sos =
1
2
∫

dd+1xdξ
√
|γ| φ¯n · ∂φ (5.6)
Here we take the ‘boundary’ to be a constant z slice, with normal n = L
z
dz; the corresponding
normal vector is n = 1
L
(z∂z + αβ∂ξ) when we use ftt(T ) = 1 + α/T . Since the on-shell solutions are
of the form φ = eQ(T )φSchr, we get
Sos =
1
2L
∫

dd+1xdξ
√
|γ| eQ(T )+Q(T )φ¯Schrz∂zφSchr (5.7)
with γ the induced spatial metric. This is precisely of the same form as in the Schrd¨inger case, with
the inclusion of the prefactors appropriate to Age fields. We see again that one must be careful in
this case in interpreting powers of z — since the Age fields are of dimension ∆, the scale invariant
z-dependent prefactors must be associated with the normalization of operators. They are not to be
canceled by the addition of counterterms.
In this paper, we will focus on the calculation of the two-point functions of scalar operators dual
to φ. As we stated above, because of the time-dependence of the metric, it is dangerous to attempt
to employ Euclidean continuation, and thus we will consider the real time correlators very carefully
using the Skenderis-Van Rees method [25, 26], following [19] closely.
5.1 Review of Schro¨dinger calculations
We refer to the reference [19] for various details, but we will outline the results found there in the
Schro¨dinger geometry. Generally, correlators are computed by constructing solutions along segments
of a contour in the complex time plane, where the choice of contour determines the nature of the
correlator considered. In the case of a time ordered correlator, the contour is as shown in Fig. 1.
A vertical segment corresponds to Euclidean signature, while a horizontal segment corresponds
to Lorentzian signature. One computes the solutions in the presence of a δ-function source on the
real axis along each segment, and matches them at junctions.
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M0
−T
M1 T
t′
M2
Figure 1: Contour in the complex t-plane corresponding to the time-ordered correlator.
5.1.1 Schro¨dinger Solutions: Lorentzian
In Lorentzian signature, we use the notation q =
√
q2 =
√
~k2 − 2ωn. Solutions of the scalar wave
equation on the Schro¨dinger space-time are given in terms of Bessel functions. For q2 < 0, both the
Kν and Iν solutions are regular everywhere, while for q
2 > 0, Iν diverges for large z and is discarded.
Noting that q has a branch point at ω = ~k2/2n, we facilitate integration along real ω by properly
deforming q to q =
√
−2ωn+ ~k2 − i. With these comments, we arrive at the general solution in
Lorentzian signature [19]
φS(z, t, ~x; ξ) = e
inξ
∫
dω
2pi
ddk
(2pi)d
e−iωt+i
~k·~xz
d
2
+1
(
As(ω,~k)Kν(qz) + θ(−q2)Bs(ω,~k)Jν(|q|z)
)
. (5.8)
5.1.2 Schro¨dinger Solutions: Euclidean
Next, we consider a similar analysis in Euclidean signature. To do so, we Wick rotate the metric
(4.20) to (more precisely, along M0 and M2 respectively, we write t = ±(−T + iτ))
ds2 =
L2
z2
[
dz2 +
β2
z2
dt2 − 2idτdξ + d~x2
]
. (5.9)
Although this metric is complex, it is possible to trace carefully through the analysis.
The general solution of the Schro¨dinger problem is
φS(z, τ, ~x; ξ) = e
inξ
∫
dωE
2pi
ddk
(2pi)d
e−iωEτ+i
~k·~xz
d
2
+1A(ωE, ~k)Kν(qEz) , (5.10)
where now qE =
√
q2E =
√
~k2 − i2ωEn. Note that in this case, the branch point is at imaginary ωE,
and so no i insertion is necessary. In writing this, we have assumed that τ ∈ (−∞,∞) and thus
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φS has no normalizable mode. One has to be careful with this. For example, if τ ∈ [0,∞), we write
ωE = −iω for φ and ωE = iω for φ¯ and the following mode is allowable
φS ∼ einξe−ωτ+i~k·~xz d2+1Iν(qEz) (5.11)
as long as ω > 0 and −2ωn+ ~k2 < 0, or equivalently ω > ~k2/2n. For τ ∈ (−∞, 0], no such mode is
present.
5.1.3 Correlators (Schro¨dinger)
The correlators are computed by recognizing the asymptotics as sources for corresponding operators
eiS
bulk
C [φ¯
(0)
S ,φ
(0)
S ] = 〈ei
∫
C(Oˆ†φ
(0)
S +φ¯
(0)
S Oˆ)〉 (5.12)
where the fields have asymptotic expansions
φS = e
inξ
{
z∆−
(
φ(0) + z
2φ(2) + o(z
4)
)
+ z∆+
(
v(0) + z
2v(2) + o(z
4)
)}
(5.13)
with ∆± = 1 + d/2± ν and
φ(2m) =
1
2m(2∆+ − (d+ 2)− 2m)Sφ(2m−2) , (5.14)
where S = 2in∂t + ~∇2 is the Schro¨dinger operator. In [19] the bulk to boundary propagator was
derived
K(n)(t, ~x, z; t
′) =
2z1+d/2
Γ(ν)
∫
dω
2pi
ddk
(2pi)d
e−iω(t−t
′)+i~k·~x
(q
2
)ν
Kν(qz) , (5.15)
which determines the time ordered correlator
〈T
(
Oˆ(n)(~x, t)Oˆ†(n)(~x′, t′)
)
〉Schr. = 1
pid/2Γ(ν)
( n
2i
)∆+−1 θ(t− t′)
(t− t′)∆+ e
in
(~x−~x′)2+i
2(t−t′) . (5.16)
The derivation of the final result involves a somewhat difficult contour integral.
5.2 Aging Correlators
Now, we turn our attention to the computation of correlators holographically in the Age geometry.
Because of the physical interpretation, that of a quench at t = 0, we focus on correlators of operators
inserted at times t > 0. We have argued that the point t = 0 is much like a horizon, and so one
should in fact confine oneselves to the t > 0 patch. As we have also discussed, the Age solutions have
a discontinuity across t = 0 given by φ(−, ~x) = eipinβα/2φ(+, ~x). To calculate the Age correlators,
we propose that one should use the same Keldysh contour as above, fixing the solutions to the
Age problem formally by requiring the continuity of the associated Schro¨dinger solutions. This
prescription uniquely determines the two-point correlation function, and as we shall see, gives the
expected form (3.5). We proceed to construct solutions on the segments M0,M1 and M2.
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5.2.1 Age Solutions: Lorentzian
With the same setup as for the Schro¨dinger problem above, we arrive at the general solution in
Lorentzian signature
φ(t, ξ, ~x, z) = eQ(T )einξ
∫
dω
2pi
ddk
(2pi)d
e−iωt+i
~k·~xz
d
2
+1
(
As(ω,~k)Kν(qz) + θ(−q2)Bs(ω,~k)Jν(|q|z)
)
(5.17)
5.2.2 Age Solutions: Euclidean
Next, we consider a similar analysis in Euclidean signature. To do so, we take complex time t =
±(−T + iτ) (this is appropriate to M0 and M2 respectively) and thus replace the metric (4.20) by
ds2 =
L2
z2
[
dz2 +
β2
z2
ftt(TE)dτ
2 ∓ 2idτdξ ± 2iβTE
z
(ftt(TE)− 1)dτdz + d~x2
]
(5.18)
where TE = ±β(−T + iτ)/z2.
The general solution of the Age problem is
φ(τ, ξ, ~x, z) = eQ(TE)einξ
∫
dωE
2pi
ddk
(2pi)d
e−iωEτ+i
~k·~xz
d
2
+1A(ωE, ~k)Kν(qEz) (5.19)
where now qE =
√
q2E =
√
~k2 − i2ωEn.
5.2.3 Time-ordered Correlator
As in the Schro¨dinger case, the solution along the M0 component is zero. Thus we have to require
φ1(t1 = −T, ~x, z) = 0. We then also conclude that there is no normalizable solution on M1. Thus,
we should have a unique solution.
We place a δ-function source at ~x = 0, t1 = tˆ1 > 0 on M1. That is, we want
φ1(t1, ~x, z)
∣∣∣
z→0
= z∆−einξδ(t1 − tˆ1)δ(~x) (5.20)
This requires the field to be of the form
φ1(t1, ~x, z) =
2
Γ(ν)
eQ(T1)−Q(Tˆ1)einξz1+d/2−inαβ
∫
dω
2pi
ddk
(2pi)d
e−iω(t1−tˆ1)+i
~k·~x
(q
2
)ν
Kν(qz). (5.21)
On M2 we then have (where we match at t = T )
φ2(τ2, ~x, z) =
2pii
Γ(ν)
eQ(−iβ(τ2+iT )/z
2)−Q(Tˆ1)einξz1+d/2−inαβ
×
∫
dω
2pi
ddk
(2pi)d
e−ω(τ2+iT−itˆ1)+i
~k·~xθ(−q2)
( |q|
2
)ν
Jν(|q|z). (5.22)
For t1 > tˆ1, the correlator K(t1, tˆ1) is essentially φ1 itself. Given the choice of Q(T ), we have
Kage(t1, tˆ1; ~x) =
(
t1
tˆ1
)inαβ/2
KSchr(t1, tˆ1; ~x) (5.23)
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This result is the expected one — it displays the time-translation non-invariant scaling form, with
exponent given by K = iαnβ/2. We see that for real α, this time dependence is a phase.10 It is only
for α complex that the correlator corresponds to a relaxation process. For generic α, the correlator
‘spirals in’ towards the Scho¨dinger correlator at late times.
Note that for this physical interpretation, one expects that Im α > 0. This is related holograph-
ically to normalizability of the solutions. Indeed if one traces the solution back to t = −T , for
Imα < 0, the prefactor of the solution blows up as T →∞, but is innocuous for α in the upper half
plane.
6 Conclusions
We have discussed the holography of the aging group, its geometric realization and the relevant
correlation functions as implied by the aging/gravity duality. We hope that this approach will lead
to a better understanding of aging phenomena as it carries the seed of potential applications to
a large host of phenomena involving polymeric materials, spin glasses, ferromagnets and granular
media. We believe that various questions concerning couplings to various sources could be readily
answered in the holographic context. The holographic approach can also potentially allow to address
questions of thermodynamics and higher point correlations.
There are a few interesting questions one might like to pursue. A natural one is the embedding
of the solutions we considered here into string theory. Another problem that is largely suggested
by the condensed matter literature is the computation of the correlation function for operators with
different conformal dimensions. In the holographic setting this problem seems more difficult and it
might involve the existence of some domain wall solution.
It is worth stressing that from the condensed matter point of view one of the most important
problems would be the determination of the critical exponents. Although the practical details of
this problem remain completely elusive, it is worth noting that string theory provides a framework
for understanding the process through holographic RG flows. In fact, it is plausible to imagine
holographically starting with an ultraviolet theory that in the infrared becomes one of the geometries
we have discussed, and in such a case, the value of exponents would presumably be selected.
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A Killing Equations
In this appendix we provide further details about the calculations presented in section (4). Recall that
the Ansatz (4.11) we start with already respects the symmetries P,K,D,N , and the corresponding
generators take the same form as in the standard Schro¨dinger geometry (2.5) (with z = 2). Thus,
the question we pose is whether we can choose the set of metric functions in such a way that the
metric also admits a Killing vector isomorphic to C, but not an H generator. In order to allow for
the appearance of additional isometries (besides P,K,D,N), one is led to set
fzz(T ) = k
2 (1 + h(T ))2 , (A.1)
where h(T ) = T f˙(T )/f(T ) 6= −1 and T = βt/z2 as in the body of the paper, and k is an integration
constant that can be set to k = 1 by a simple redefinition of parameters. A systematic analysis of
Killing’s equations fixes a general would-be isometry generator V to be of the form
V = cPP + cKK + cDD + cNN + cCC + cHH, (A.2)
where cP , cK , etc are constants, and in addition to D,K, P,N we have
C =
1
2
tz
(
h+ 2
h+ 1
)
∂z + t
2∂t + tx ∂x +
[
z2T
2f(h+ 1)
(
−T f˙zt + 2(h+ 1)fzt + T 2f˙tt − 2Thftt
)
+
k2z2
4f
(
−T h˙+ (h+ 1)(h+ 2)
)
+
x2
2
]
∂ξ (A.3)
H = ∂t +
z
2t
h
h+ 1
∂z +
[
β
2tf(h+ 1)
(
−T f˙zt + 2hfzt + T 2f˙tt − 2Thftt
)
− βk
2
4tTf
(
T h˙− h(h+ 1)
)]
∂ξ . (A.4)
The crucial point is as follows: for a generator V of this form, there is still one component of Killing’s
equations that remains to be satisfied, which is11
0 =
(cH
t2
+ cC
)
G(T ) , (A.5)
where G(T ) is a function of T only, given by
G(T ) = +2T 4(h+ 1)f¨tt − 2T 4h˙f˙tt − 2T 3hf˙tt + 4T 3f˙tt − 6T 3h2f˙tt − 4T 3ftth˙+ 4T 2h3ftt − 4T 2ftth
− 2T 3(h+ 1)f¨zt + 2T 3h˙f˙zt + 6T 2h(h+ 1)f˙zt − 2fztTh(h+ 1)(2h+ 1) + 2T 2fzth˙
− k2h(h+ 1)3(h+ 2) + k2T h˙(h+ 1)2(3h+ 2)− k2T 2(h+ 1)2h¨ . (A.6)
11Writing Killing’s equations in the (T, t, ξ, x) coordinate system, the remaining equation is the Tt component.
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Thus, in order to satisfy (A.5) we need either {cH = 0 and cC = 0}, or {G(T ) = 0}. If cH = cC = 0
we are back to our starting Ansatz, that is, only the 4 isometries P,K,D,N . So the only interesting
case is when G(T ) = 0. But this leaves cH and cC arbitrary, introducing 2 new isometries at the
same time (C and H). The remaining constraint G(T ) = 0 should be thought of as an equation
determining one of ftt, fzt, h (i.e. f) when the other two are given. Thus, our metrics are a family
parameterized by 2 independent functions, that here we will choose to be f and ftt. Remarkably,
the equation G(T ) = 0 can be integrated, providing the relation
fzt(T ) = T
(
ftt + cf
2
)− k2
4T
h(h+ 2) , (A.7)
where c is an arbitrary constant. This in turn simplifies the form of the generators we gave above:
C =
1
2
tz
(
h+ 2
h+ 1
)
∂z + t
2∂t + tx∂x +
1
2
[
x2 +
z2T 2
f(h+ 1)
(
k2
4T 2
(h+ 2)2 + ftt + cf
2
)]
∂ξ (A.8)
H = ∂t +
z
2t
h
h+ 1
∂z − β
2
2z2f(h+ 1)
(
k2
4T 2
h2 + ftt + cf
2
)
∂ξ . (A.9)
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